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Abstract: The four low-lying triplet and singlet states of cyclobutadiene have been examined for square, rectangular, rhom
boid, and trapezoidal structures in terms of ab initio 2-configuration SCF and larger CI wave functions which include both a-
and ir-electron correlation. The 2-configuration SCF level correctly finds the rectangular singlet to be the ground state of the 
molecule and gives the same value for the barrier separating the two rectangles (12 kcal/mol) as the (j + <r)-electron CI calcu
lation, thus ruling out the possibility of rapid (i.e., >1012 s-1) interconversion of rectangular singlets through a square interme
diate. For the square, the triplet is found ~10 kcal/mol above the lowest singlet, and the 1Aj8 state ~30 kcal/mol below the 
•B2g state. Because of its importance for proper separation of states, ir-electron CI is found necessary for understanding the 
stability of all states of the square with respect to a b2g (rhomboid) distortion (the first excited singlet state is unstable with re
spect to the b2g mode at the SCF level). The CI results imply that the square is the lowest energy intermediate for interconver
sion of rectangular singlets. 

I. Introduction 

Recent infrared,2 NMR,3 and crystal structure4 studies 
of cyclobutadiene and its alkyl derivatives have given new 
impetus to ab initio theoretical investigation5-9 of this species 
which plays a pivotal role in the theory of 7r-electron systems. 
A fundamental theoretical question is to understand the rel
ative energetics of the singlet state, long expected to exist as 
a rectangle due to simple arguments based on perturbation 
theory, and the triplet state, for which a square geometry is the 
most likely candidate.5~9 The most elaborate of the recent ab 
initio calculations are in agreement in predicting that the 
lowest energy structure is a singlet rectangle and furthermore 
that interconversion of the rectangles via a square intermediate 
would not be expected to occur on a vibrational time scale, since 
the intervening barrier is several kilocalories per mole. While 
calculations at the SCF level indicate that the square triplet 
lies a few kilocalories per mole below the square singlet, con
figuration interaction studies have shown that when correlation 
energy is included, the singlet state lies below the triplet state 
for all reasonable rectangular or square framework geome
tries. 7'8-10 For both singlet and triplet states, the calculations 
show that the equilibrium square structure corresponds to a 
stationary point on the potential energy surface, being a local 
minimum in the case of the triplet5,8 and a transition state in 
the case of the singlet.8 

The data of primary interest for the parent are the four in
frared bands (3040,1236, 653, and 573 cm-1) assigned to the 
matrix isolated species.2 The assignment of the 653-cm-1 band 
has recently been clouded since most or all of its intensity ap
pears to arise from CO2 formed as a by product in the photo
lysis.20^ The small number of bands and the location of a band 
at 1236 cm -1 are most easily interpreted as arising from a 
square structure,213 which would accordingly be expected to 
correspond to the triplet state since the singlet has a rectangular 
equilibrium geometry.5-9 The assignment of the 1236-cm-1 

band to the in-plane framework deformation of the triplet is 
plausible since it is intermediate between C-C single and 
double bond stretching frequencies1' and is observed to shift 
by only a small amount (~10 cm-1) upon deuterium sub
stitution.213'6 The problem with the square triplet assignment 
for the parent species is the incompatibility with ab initio 
calculations noted above and the failure to observe an ESR 
signal in the matrix isolated species.12 

The situation for the alkyl derivatives is more clear cut. The 
data come primarily from NMR and X-ray studies3'4 and 

appear to be consistent with a singlet electronic state and a 
framework geometry only moderately distorted from the rec
tangle expected from normal single and double bond lengths.13 

In the case of the tetrakis(trifluoromethyl) derivative, a band 
at 1700 cm -1 was tentatively assigned to the double-bond 
stretching mode.2S Since the alkyl groups in the various de
rivatives tend to be bulky (e.g., as in the tri-rerr-butyl deriva
tive), the relevance of the data for the derivatives to the nature 
of the parent is not entirely clear, especially since the calculated 
singlet-triplet splittings are of the order of only a few kilo
calories per mole.5-9 No analogue to the 1236-cm-1 band of 
the parent has been found for any of the derivatives. 

In order to resolve the remaining questions regarding the 
parent species, more spectroscopic data (e.g., Raman) will 
undoubtedly be necessary, and further calculations are re
quired, especially those involving distorted structures associ
ated with vibrational modes or interconversion pathways. 
Furthermore, even if the singlet is the lowest electronic state 
of the parent, the vibrational modes and potential energy 
surface of the low-lying triplet are still of great interest. 

A point of particular interest has recently been raised re
garding the interconversion of rectangular singlet structures;913 

if the square can be ruled out as an intermediate, then alter
natives should be considered, and group theory suggests that 
a rhomboid structure might provide an energetically feasible 
means of bypassing the square. This hypothesis was not sup
ported by a recent ab initio study.8 

In the present theoretical study we have addressed some of 
the problems noted above, utilizing SCF and CI models with 
flexible atomic orbital basis sets which allow us to consider 
several features of the singlet and triplet potential energy 
surfaces at a reliable and reasonably uniform computational 
level. After describing the theoretical models in the next sec
tion, we present the results of the calculations and attempt to 
assess the relative importance of configuration interaction for 
different geometrical structures, considering both a- and 
Tr-electron contributions. Comparison is also made between 
the present results and those of three previous CI studies,7'8'10 

which generally employed less flexible atomic orbital basis sets 
and differed in other aspects of methodology. The reasons for 
finding no stabilization associated with the rhomboid distortion 
of the square are discussed in detail. 

II. Theoretical Models and Computational Details 
A. SCF Calculations. The molecular orbitals (MO's) em

ployed in the various multiconfiguration wave functions were 
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Table I. Correlation of Irreducible Representations in 
Cyclobutadiene" 

D-ih (rhombus) -— D^h (square) • 
Dp, (rectangle) 

(A) molecular orbitals for carbon framework 
Tr electron 

0i (bonding) 
02, 03 (nonbonding) 
04 (antibondin 

(T electron 
(bonding) 

(antibonding) 

g) 

(B) low-lying 

biu 
b2g, b3 g 

biu 

H 
b2u. b3u 

big 
b, g 

b2u, b3u 

H 

32u 
li 

biu 

aig 

«u 

big 
a2g 

«u 

b2g 

electronic states 
>Blg 

"Bi8 
1A8 

'A* 

1Bi8 
3A28 

'A , g 

'B2g 

biu 
b2g , b3 g 

au 

ag 

b2u, b 3 u 
a s 

big 
b2u, b3u 

b i g 

1A A g 
3Bi8 
1A8 

'B,g 

a In Dt1I1 the B]g and B2g representations are antisymmetric and 
symmetric, respectively, with respect to reflection through the planes 
containing the carbon atoms. 

expanded in a flexible atomic orbital basis set (the so-called 
6-3IG* basis14) and obtained from appropriate 2-configura-
tion SCF calculations as described below. The relative energies 
of rectangular singlet and square triplet cyclobutadiene (CBD) 
appear to be rather insensitive to the presence (6-31G*) or 
absence (4-31G) of 3d polarization functions on carbon 
atoms.15 However, such polarization functions are often im
portant in treating the energetics of strained hydrocarbons,5-15 

and since the various distortions of square and rectangular 
CBD undoubtedly involve changes in strain energy, the use of 
the 6-3IG* basis was felt to be warranted (some comparisons 
of 4-31G and 6-31G* results are included in section III). 

The molecular orbitals of primary importance are the four 
valence 7r-electron MO's which are schematically represented 
below in terms of their nodal structure. The unprimed 0's are 
appropriate for all of the molecular structures which we shall 
consider except the rhomboid structure, for which 02 ' and 03 ' 
are the appropriate set. The irreducible representations asso
ciated with the <j)'s in various point groups are given in Table 
IA, which also includes the representations spanned by the 
valence bonding and antibonding a MO's of the carbon 
framework. 

+ +i ,+ +i 1 - + 

04 

0 0 
0 / 0 / 

The low-lying electronic states of interest are those which 
can be constructed by placing four ir electrons in 0i, 02, and 
03 (or 0i, 02', and 03 '): 3Aig , 'Big , 'Aig , and 1B2 8 (seeTable 
IB for Z)2/, symmetry). Hence in the traditional fashion, the 
full wave functions are summarized in terms of various 2T-
electron 2-configuration functions (since 0i is doubly occupied 
in all the principal configurations), and the 24-electron core 
is not explicitly discussed below, except where CI involving the 
a framework is considered. Three general functional forms 
arise: 

Vl(02,03) ~ I 0203 I _ I 0302| (1) 

Vll(02,03) = |0203| + |0302| (2) 

Vin(02,03) = a |0202 | +b\4>3to\, a2 + b2=\ (3) 

For rhomboid structures, 0 2 and 03 must be replaced by 4>2 
and 03 ' in the singlet functions ( V n and Vin)- Of course, for 
Di,h geometry either the primed or unprimed sets can be used: 
e.g., 

*Pu(4>2,4>l) = Vlll(02\03') (4) 

^3A 2 g
 = Vl(02,03) 

^IB2 8
 = Vll(02,03) 

hs, . = Vin(02,03), a = 2-'l2,b = - l 

with a = 2-V2 , b = - 2 " 1 / 2 . Self-consistent field (SCF) cal
culations16 were carried out for the following functions (the 
notation is for D^; see Table IB for other geometries): 

(5) 

(6) 

• ' / 2 ( 7 ) 

For symmetry lower than D^f1 the CI coefficients are not fixed 
by symmetry and are determined by the SCF procedure.16b,c 

Alternatively, one might carry out the lower symmetry SCF 
calculations in terms of a single configuration.5'8 However, 
uniform use of Vm(02,03) for all molecular structures allows 
one to obtain more meaningful energetics at the SCF level 
(e.g., for the barrier separating rectangular singlets). The 2-
configuration 'Aig wave function, 

hMt = ^m(02,03), 0 = 2 - 1 / 2 , 6 = 2 - ' / 2 (8) 

was evaluated using 0 2and 03 from the 'Big calculation. Ex
cept as noted, all SCF calculations were constrained to be spin 
and spatial eigenfunctions (RHF).1 6 f 

B. CI Calculations. Larger scale, non-SCF CI calculations 
for the lowest four states of CBD were carried out using MO's 
obtained either from the 3A2g or 'Big SCF calculations (the 
corresponding functions in the Z)2/, rectangular or rhomboid 
geometries are 3 B ] g and 1Ag or ] B l g ) . The CI calculations 
employed the method of Whitten and Hackmeyer,17 in which 
all single and double excitations from all important reference 
configurations17b are included, subject to the criterion that no 
configuration is included whose contribution to the total energy 
(AZs) is < 1 0 - 6 au, as estimated by the second-order pertur
bation correction. 

Within these constraints full x-electron configuration in
teraction was carried out as well as a limited 7r-electron CI 
which included all excitations involving the set 0] —* 04 sup
plemented by another set of four which spans the same irre
ducible representations (i.e., full ir-electron CI at the double-f 
level, subject to the perturbation threshold17). The virtual 
orbitals for the limited 7r-electron CI were selected on the basis 
of the lowest eigenvalues of the Fock matrices. 

The ir-electron framework is clearly of importance in un
derstanding the potential energy surfaces of CBD, and a-ir 
correlation can be of particular importance when comparing 
molecular structures where the relative amounts of ionic and 
diradical or covalent character in the 7r-electron parts of the 
wave functions are expected to differ significantly.18 As noted 
above, it was hoped that the SCF calculations with the 6-3IG* 
basis would give proper account of differential strain energy 
effects. However, comparisons of the square and rectangular 
geometry involve large differences in the nature of the 
framework bonding, and differential correlation energy as
sociated with a as well as x electrons must be considered. Ac
cordingly, the variably occupied MO basis for the limited 
7r-electron CI was supplemented by including the set of four 
high-lying occupied MO's which spans the representations of 
the CC bonding a orbitals and the lowest set of virtuals which 
spans the representations of the corresponding antibonding 
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Figure 1. Energies of the four lowest states for O4/, geometry (rcc = 1 -423 
A) relative to the ' Bi8 energy. The absolute energies of the 1Bi8 state at 
the four levels of CI are-153.633 17. -153.701 08. -153.704 49, and 
-153.737 17 au. The calculations for the singlet and triplet states are based 
on the SCF MO's for the 1B]8 and 3A28 states, respectively. 

orbitals (see Table IA). In the following discussion, the various 
SCF and CI levels are referred to as "2-configuration x", 
"limited x", "full x", and "limited (x + a)". All four levels 
were used for the states of the square. For the rectangle, limited 
x and limited (x + a) CI was carried out, while for the rhom
bus only x-electron Cl was performed. Insight into the need 
for CI is provided by considering some symmetry-broken SCF 
solutions for square and rectangular geometries. 

C. Structural Details. Calculations were carried out for 
square, rectangular, rhomboid, and trapezoidal geometries. 
The CH bonds were kept fixed at a reasonable bond length, 
1.075 A, based on hybridization arguments and experimental 
data.13 The CH bonds were constrained to bisect their asso
ciated CCC angles. The geometries ofthe3A2g and 'Big states 
of the square were optimized at the SCF level. The compari
sons of the square, rhombus, and trapezoid were based on a D^ 
structure with rcc = 1.424 A (close to the SCF equilibrium 
value): for the rhombus, the CCC angles were changed in in
crements of 5°; the trapezoid was obtained by ±0.02-A dis
tortions of two of the parallel bonds in the square. The calcu
lations for the rectangle were based on rCc = 1-564 and 1.334 
A, as obtained previously from 2-configuration SCF calcula
tions using the 4-3IG5 basis. The trapezoidal distortion of the 
rectangle was obtained analogously to that of the square by 
distorting the long bonds. 

III. Results and Discussion 

A. General Comments. The relative energies for the elec
tronic states of the square are presented in Figure 1. The 2-
configurational wave functions for the 3A2g and 'Big states 
were obtained self-consistently, and the MO's from these 
calculations were used in constructing the other wave func
tions.19 The relative energies of square, rectangle, and rhombus 
are displayed in Table II. The limited x-electron CI calcula
tions typically involved ~100 spin-adapted configurations, 

Table II. Z)4/, — Z)2/, Distortion Energies for Square Singlets 

AE, kcal/mol'1''' 
x-electron CI limited 

two- (x + 0)-
config limited full electron Cl 

(A) rectangle 
(^CC = 
1.334, 1.564 A) 
1B18-1Ag -12 -6.1 -12 

(B) rhombus (ZCCC 
= 85,95°) 
1Bi 8 - 1Bi 8 4.5 4.6 4.4 
1 Ai 8 - 1 A 8 12" \.ld Q.9d 

1 B 2 8 - 1A8 -2.(,d 8.8C 8.1C 

" Energies relative to the square structure, with Rcc - 1 -423 A. 
* All calculations are based on the MO's of the SCF ' Bi8 calculations 
(Z)4/,), and A'g or 'Bi8 (Z)2/,), as described in section II. c First excited 
1A8 state (21A8).

 d Lowest 1A8 state (11A8). 

while the larger CI calculations generated ~500-1200 con
figurations. 

The object of the present study is to understand the states 
of the square and their sensitivity to distortions which lower 
the symmetry. We wish to know which, if any, of the important 
characteristics can be accounted for at the SCF level and which 
phenomena require the more elaborate CI treatment. Sec
ond-order perturbation theory is extremely useful in helping 
one to anticipate the most energetically feasible distortions of 
the square.20 The most familiar example is the rectangular 
distortion of the 'Big state, which is driven by the big (rec
tangular) vibrational mode; this mode couples the 'Big state 
to the low-lying 1A^ state.5-7-8 Such coupling generally causes 
distortion to a lower symmetry equilibrium structure if the 
energy gap between the pertinent states is small (^ 100 kcal/ 
mol).21 Clearly CI is important for such a phenomenon if it has 
a significant effect on the relative energies of the zeroth order 
electronic states of the reference geometry (Z)4/, in the present 
case). In the absence of an actual change of equilibrium ge
ometry, the same type of coupling can still lead to marked re
duction in force constants. Such a result is expected5-8 for the 
triplet state of the square as discussed below. A final pertinent 
example involves the higher singlet states (' Aig and 'B2g) of 
the square, which are coupled by the b2g (rhomboid) vibration. 
A glance at Figure 1 shows that this is indeed a case where CI 
has a profound effect on the splitting (as well as relative order) 
of the zeroth order states. This situation, as well as uncertainty 
regarding strain energy, makes it clear that detailed calcula
tions are required to ascertain whether the rhombus might in 
fact provide a lower energy alternative to the square.9e Recent 
CI calculations with and STO-3G basis have concluded that 
all the states of the rhombus are higher than those of the 
square.8 

B. SCF Calculations. Before giving a general discussion and 
comparison of the SCF and CI results we note here a few 
specific results of interest based on the SCF calculations. 

Equilibrium Geometries and Force Constants. The 6-3IG* 
equilibrium geometries obtained for the square singlet (' B1 g) 
and triplet (3 A2g) are very similar {rcc = 1.428 and 1.425 A, 
respectively) and are also similar to the results of previous 
studies.5-9 As expected, the force constants for totally sym
metric (aig) or rectangular (b]g) distortions of the carbon 
framework (~7.6 mdyn/A for both) are intermediate between 
those of ethane (4.9 mdyn/A) and ethylene (11.5 mdyn/A); 
the 4-31G and 6-31G* bases give very similar values.5 The 
force constant for the eu (trapezoidal) distortion of the 3A2g 
square is considerably smaller (~4.1 mdyn/A) than for the a)g 
and big modes, a result attributable in part to the proximity 
of the 3EU state (see above).5,8-22 We have previously noted5 
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that unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) SCF calculations166 

yielded a much smaller (~1 mdyn/A with a 4-3IG basis) or 
even negative (with the STO-3G basis) value. The UHF 6-
31G* level also gives a small value (~1.6 mdyn/A). Here is 
an example of surprising sensitivity both with respect to basis 
set and the nature of the SCF calculation (RHF vs. UHF). Our 
RHF SCF result is similar to the value (4.6 mdyn/A) obtained 
from STO-3G CI calculations.8 The 3A2g and 1Bi8 states of 
the square give identical force constants (2.07 mdynA/rad2) 
for the rhomboid (b2g) distortion, and the magnitude is rea
sonable for angular distortion of a rigid, strained frame
work.5 

Symmetry-Broken Solutions. Symmetry-broken solutions 
were obtained for the lowest 1Ag state of the rectangle and the 
'B2g state of the square, thus underscoring the fact that the 
SCF model must be used with caution in studying potential 
energy surfaces and state separations in molecules. The 1Ag 
state is triplet unstable,23 as revealed by the fact that a UHF 
calculation based on a single configuration (with Ms = 0) at 
the equilibrium rectangular geometry {rcc = 1.334,1.564 A) 
is 1 eV lower in energy than the RHF wave function and has 
an effective spin quantum number (S') of 0.62, obtained by 
setting (S2) = S'(S' + 1). Thus while dynamic-spin polar
ization and the importance of CI have been emphasized for the 
square singlet,7,8 it is clear that analogous considerations apply 
also to the rectangular singlet, which is still associated with a 
rather low-lying triplet state (i.e., within ~1 eV at the SCF 
level). 

Calculations for the square 'B2g state indicated singlet in
stability23 associated with mixing in of the higher (at the 2-
configuration level) 1Ai8 state; i.e., the wave function displayed 
the Djh symmetry of the rhombus. In particular, an SCF cal
culation based on the single closed shell configuration 

Viv(02',02') = W~fc\ = 2-'/2(^ lB2g + ^ lAlg) (9) 

gives an energy 0.54 eV lower than that for the RHF 'B2g 
function. The energy of VivOfo'.fo') for the square is very 
similar to that obtained in the limit of ZCCC = 90° from the 
2-configuration SCF 1A8 state of the rhombus, where fa' is the 
function whose nonzero components are on the centers sepa
rated by the larger diagonal (non-nearest-neighbor) distance 
(the mixing in of \fa'fa'\ is found to be very small). This be
havior is displayed in Figure 2, which also shows the physically 
more reasonable energetics exhibited by the limited 7r-electron 
CI calculations. 

Function lipi\(fa'',fa') is characterized by appreciable po
larization of (T- and x-electron density since the "nonbonding" 
7r-electron density is primarily restricted to two centers,24 as 
opposed to the other states, in which the electron density is 
rather uniformly spread over all centers; i.e., the populations 
for the nonequivalent carbon atoms of the symmetry-broken 
square or the rhombus (ZCCC = 85, 95°) are nearly identical 
for the 'Big state, while for the 1Ag state there is a difference 
of ~0.5 e. The occurrence of symmetry breaking for the 'B2g 
SCF state and the associated distortion of a- and 7r-electron 
density from D^h symmetry suggests that both a- and ir-elec-
tron CI might be important for this state, and this point will 
be considered below. 

C. CI Calculations. Inspection of Figure 1 and Table II al
lows several important conclusions to be reached. Most sig
nificant for the square geometry is the role of CI in (1) pushing 
the 'Big state ~10 kcal/mol below the 3A2g state and (2) re
versing the order and greatly increasing (by ~20 kcal/mol) 
the separation of the 1Ai8 and 1B28SIaIeS. From the discussion 
above, the latter effect would be expected to reduce any ten
dency for the first excited singlet state of the square to distort 
to a more stable rhomboid structure, and in fact we find that 
a small decrease in the energy of the 'B28 state (or its sym-

I I : 

/ 1 B 2 8 (D)RHF SCF (D4h) 

/7 
~ N 1A5 (D) 

/
l A , ( o ) RHF SCF (D2tl) 

LIMITED TT-ELECTRON Cl 
(D 4 h-D 2 h ) 

I I 
90 85 80 75 

£ CCC 

Figure 2. SCF energy for the lowest 1Ag state of the rhombus (approxi
mated as the closed shell 1-configuration function in eq 9) showing how 
symmetry breaking leads to a difference between the limiting (90°) energy 
for the Du structure and the SCF energy for the 2-configuration RHF 
1B ĝ (Z>4&) state. The limited T CI results (based on MO's from the 'B|g 
SCF calculations) are also included for comparison, showing that the 
square is the equilibrium structure when electron correlation is included. 
(Note that at the CI level, the 1Ag state correlates with the ' Ai8 state of 
the square.) 

metry-broken counterpart) when /CCC changes from 90 to 
85° at the 1- or 2-configuration levels (see Figure 2 and Table 
II, respectively) disappears at the larger CI levels, where all 
states of the square are increased in energy by the b2g distor
tion. It is interesting to note, however, that the repulsive in
teraction between ^iAl and i/<iB (upon b2g distortion) is re
flected in the corresponding force constants of ~0.4 mdynA/ 
rad2 and ~4.2 mdynA/rad2 (full 7r-electron CI, Table II), 
which straddle the more typical values exhibited by the lowest 
singlet and triplet states (see section HB and Table II). 

The major effects of CI on relative energies are seen to be 
provided by the ir-electron manifold; e.g., the 'Ajg-'Bjg and 
1A18-1B28 separations for the square are little affected by the 
limited cr-electron CI. These calculated separations are ap
preciably smaller than those obtained from CI based on a 
minimal 7r-electron basis.8'10 The greatest influence of a-
electron correlation appears to be in increasing (by ~6 kcal/ 
mol) the magnitude of the barrier separating the rectangular 
structures of the ground singlet state, a result similar to that 
found from STO-3G CI studies.8 The barrier of ~12 kcal/mol 
is close to previous estimates, which were based on smaller scale 
variational calculations or perturbation-theoretic models7'8-10 

and also turns out to be virtually the same as that obtained at 
the 2-configuration SCF level. This is in sharp contrast to the 
situation for the single-configuration RHF treatment of the 
rectangle, which places it at a higher energy than that of the 
RHF square. 

The finding of a symmetry-broken solution for the first ex
cited singlet state of the square with a strongly polarized a- as 
well as 7r-electron density indicated (see section HB) that a-ir 
correlation might be especially important for this electronic 
state. While c-electron correlation is indeed appreciable (the 
energy of 'B2g drops ~0.04 au, upon passing from the limited 
7T- to the limited (ir + <r)-electron CI levels), the effect is not 
much different than for any of the other states. 

D. Detailed Comparison of the Square and the Rhombus. Let 
us now consider the effect of electron correlation on the be
havior of the higher singlet states in somewhat more detail. In 
order to have approximate wave functions appropriate for both 
the square and the rhombus, we express the principal config
urations in terms of fa' and fa' (refer back to eq 3, 4, 6, and 
8): 

^A = hAll = hn(4>2',4>3'), a,b = 2~'/2 (10) 
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V A B ^ I 8 2 8 ^ U i W 2 W ) , a = 2- ' /2 , b = -2 - ' / 2 ( 1 1 ) 

It turns out that two other configurations are very important 
for the CI associated with the 'Aig state (and its 1Ag coun
terpart in rhomboid geometry): 

i t e ^ i A n ' - l t e ' t e ' t o ' t o ' l (12) 

*D = * l A l g " = l * l * l * 4 * 4 | (13) 

Considering the problem first at the 2-configuration level, 
we find that the two states \pA and I/'B are nearly degenerate 
(HAA - HBB - 6.5 kcal/mol) and of course # A B = 0, where 
the matrix elements refer to the full Schroedinger hamiltonian. 
The corresponding matrix elements for the structure obtained 
by a five degree rhomboid distortion of the square display the 
expected interaction (HAB = 10.0 kcal/mol) and also the effect 
of increased strain energy (both HAA and HBB increase by 5.6 
kcal/mol, relative to the square).25 The slight stabilization of 
the 'B2g state caused by the b2g distortion (-2.6 kcal/mol, 
Table II) is thus a compromise between the stabilizing HA& 
interaction and the extra strain energy. As soon as even limited 
x-electron CI is carried out, however, the H\B interaction is 
dominated by the much stronger H\c and # A D matrix ele
ments (65 and 78 kcal/mol, respectively) even though Hcc and 
HQD are both ~0.5 au above 7/AA- ^ is these matrix elements 
(HAc and //AD) which are primarily responsible for the ' Aig 
state of the square being pushed ~30 kcal/mol below the 1B28 
state. Thus as far as the perturbation-theoretic analysis of the 
rhomboid distortion is concerned,21 the result of CI is a 
somewhat smaller effective interaction constant and a much 
larger energy denominator, with the consequence that both the 
'Ajg and 1B28 states are now stable with respect to the b2g 
distortion.26 The original HAB interaction manifests itself only 
to the extent that the force constants for the b2g distortion of 
the ' Aig and 'B2g states depart significantly from those for the 
'Big state, as noted above. 

The reduced interaction between I/'A and I/'B caused by 
coupling with \f/c and ^D is also reflected by the relative con
tributions of I/'A and I/'B to the 1Ag eigenfunction of the rhombus 
(five degree distortion): ^A contributes 80%, compared to only 
12, 4, and 3% from ^B, 4<C, and I^D, respectively, at the limited 
x-electron CI level; at the 2-configuration level the mixing is 
much greater (66% of I/'A and 34% of I/'B).27 

In the absence of an interaction strong enough to push the 
1Ag state of the rhombus below the 1Bi8 state (cf. ref9e), we 
are left with the 'Big state of the square as the most likely 
candidate for the transition state between rectangular singlets. 
Furthermore the calculated energetics of the triplet indicate 
that it is not low-lying enough to play a role in any of the ob
served experimental data (e.g., as a long-lived metastable 
species9d). Hence further spectroscopic investigations will be 
required to allow a definitive accounting of the spectral data 
which have been observed so far under conditions of matrix 
isolation,2 including reconciling these data with what is ap
parently a rectangular equilibrium singlet structure. In future 
theoretical attempts to rationalize the spectroscopic data, 
calculations of expected intensities of vibrational transitions 
will probably be crucial. 

IV. Summary and Comparison with Previous Calculations 
The discussion of results in section III makes it clear that 

the large-scale CI calculations reported in the present work are 
in general qualitative agreement with earlier ab initio stud
ies7'8,10 which included electron correlation. To help put all 
these studies in perspective we emphasize the following points 
of comparison. 

Regarding the separation of the square singlet and triplet, 
the previous CI calculations showed that basis set improvement 
tended to reduce the relative stability of the singlet (from 18 

kcal/mol for a minimal STO/3G basis8 to 7.3 kcal/mol for a 
double-f plus 3d-polarization basis7). Our results with the 
6-3IG* basis essentially reproduce the latter number (8.2 
kcal/mol) but also reveal that inclusion of c-electron corre
lation causes the splitting to increase somewhat (to 11 kcal/ 
mol). 

Previously, values of 14 kcal/mol (estimated from double-f 
basis, x-electron correlation calculations7) and 8.3 kcal/mol 
(minimal STO basis, a-w CI8) have been found for the all-
important barrier associated with the square which separates 
the rectangular structures on the ground state potential energy 
surface. Using the larger 6-3IG* basis, we obtain a barrier of 
6 kcal/mol at the x-electron CI level, but as in ref 8, we find 
this value to be roughly doubled upon inclusion of a- as well 
as x-electron correlation, leading to the value of 12 kcal/mol 
as our best estimate. This latter value (which, incidentally, 
turns out to be the same as that yielded by the 2-configuration 
SCF model) is of such a magnitude as to be inconsistent with 
interconversion of the rectangles through a square transition 
state on anything close to a vibrational time scale. 

With respect to the low-lying singlet manifold of the square 
('Big, 'Aig, 'B2g), the present work yields a much smaller 
energy spread (0, 45, and 74 kcal/mol relative energies) 
compared to the minimal STO x-electron CI results (0, 70, and 
140 kcal/mol); the difference appears to arise from the more 
flexible basis in the present work and is little affected by a-
electron CI. In general our limited inclusion of a MO's in the 
configuration interaction does not lead to any qualitative 
changes relative to the limited x-electron CI results. The most 
notable quantitative effects have been noted above. 

The stabilizing effect of a b2g (rhomboid) distortion on the 
x-electron component of the B2g square singlet (first predicted 
from simple symmetry considerations in conjunction with a 
simple semiempirical model9e and indirectly inferred from 
differential distortion energies in a previous STO-3G CI 
study)8 has been identified in the present study in terms of an 
unusually small framework bending force constant. However, 
as in ref 8, this effect is not large enough to cause a net stabi
lization of the rhombus with respect to the square. In fact, at 
the CI level all four low-lying states of the square are stable 
with respect to the b2g mode, a result attributable in part to 
resistance to increased strain energy and, in the case of the ' A i g 
state, to the role of CI in increasing the 'Aig-'B2g separation. 
These results imply that the square is the lowest energy in
termediate for interconversion of rectangular singlets, since 
nonplanar structures (which were not considered here) do not 
appear to be likely alternatives. 
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pushed 4.5° out of the plane of the carbon ring by the indium 
atom. 

The large core-electron structure of the thallium atom of 
pentadienylthallium has thus far precluded a full SCF calcu
lation on this interesting molecule. However, the recent ad
vances7,8 in effective potential theory and its application have 
made it feasible to study the electronic structure of the gaseous 
monomer of this compound by a nonempirical SCF method, 
and such calculations are reported below. 

Computational Procedure 

Our NOCOR theory of molecular effective potentials and 
pseudopotentials has been described previously.7,8 The re
sulting SCF equations are of the form 

^Xv' = «v'Xv' (1) 

where Xv' is the ;th valence pseudo-wave function; ev' is the 
valence orbital energy; and F, the effective Fock operator, has 
the form 
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